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Abstract Biosensors are devices that combines biological elements with a mechanism to recognize 
proteins, DNA molecules, or enzymes and produce output optical and electrical signals. Nanoparticle-
based biosensors are a type of technology that can detect analyse substances in our body without the 
need for any labels or additional chemicals. These biosensors are durable, fast, cost-effective, and can 
easily be integrated into small systems that handle fluids. These biosensors are seen as promising tools 
for testing diseases right at the point of care, meaning that they can be used in clinics or even at home 
to quickly diagnose illnesses. However, while they have many advantages, some of these sensors still 
have limitations when it comes to being both fast and sensitive enough to diagnose critical and life-
threatening conditions caused by severe infections, trauma, surgery, or side effects of immunotherapy.  

In this talk, the speaker will discuss recent advancements made by his research group and collaborators 
in developing small biosensors that can perform highly efficient and accurate tests for protein 
biomarkers. These biosensors are designed to work on a small chip and use a unique atomically thin 
semiconducting photodetector to detect biomarkers. The speaker’s research group has used these 
biosensors to monitor the levels of sepsis biomarkers and airborne COVID-19 virus particles for critical 
care medicine and environmental safety.  

At the beginning, this talk will briefly introduce the graduate program, international collaborations, and 
research activities at the New York University Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Department to 
the JUACEP student audiences. 
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